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Speakers in the announced programme:
Please edit the workshop page on the Haskell wiki

- upload/link to your slides
- edit/add to the abstract as you see fit
- identify yourself as the speaker ("multi-speaker" talks)

Lightning session speakers
Please sign up for lightning talks

- write your name and title on the flip chart
- be prepared to speak in the lightning sessions (afternoon)
- add material online after today if you like
and if you are still around at night:

You are invited to the

FARM evening event

with free performances of art, music, and design.
...and if you are still around at night:

Free evening of live performances
at 3:e Våningen
Saturday, Sep 6, 8PM

- Sam Aaron and Dominic Orchard with Sonic Pi
- Davide della Casa and Guy John with LiveCodeLab
- James Noble with Classic computer science algorithms assembled into algorave
- Gabriel Sanchez exploring the boundaries of stability and chaos by live coding with the Wolfram language + SuperCollider

Details at
http://functional-art.org/

Group leaves from registration desk at 6:40PM!